ACRONYM X - Round 8
1. On a live interview with The Today Show, when asked about his comment that his
behavior was all "for the show," the "Balloon Boy" Falcon Heene took this action. In How
I Met Your Mother, Ted Mosby [MOHS-bee] brags that he hasn't taken this action "since
(*) '93." On The Office, Dwight performs this action after crashing his car into a pole and triggers
a chain reaction of it by eating hard-boiled eggs at his desk. A gross contest on Family Guy
involving syrup of ipecac [IP-uh-kack] causes, for 10 points, what repulsive reaction?
ANSWER: vomiting [accept puking or barfing other equivalents; prompt on less specific
answers like "getting sick"] <Vopava>
2. This is the second word in the name of the group who recorded the song "Let's Play
House" and consisted of Daz Dillinger and Kurupt. It is the last word in the name of a
rapper who guested on Ludacris's "Area Codes" and claimed "it's the G-Funk era" in the
classic Warren G song (*) "Regulate." This word ends the stage name of a rapper who was
heavily featured on Dr. Dre's The Chronic and released the songs "Drop It Like It's Hot" and
"Gin & Juice." For 10 points, name this word which ends the names of rappers Nate and Snoop.
ANSWER: Dogg [accept Tha Dogg Pound, Nate Dogg, or Snoop Dogg] <Golden>
3. This character kidnaps Dwan, a dashing blonde played by Jessica Lange, in a 1976 film.
Merian Cooper, who created this character, portrayed a pilot in the first film in which he
appears. Rick Baker and Andy Serkis have both portrayed this character, who defends
Ann (*) Darrow, an actress played by Fay Wray, from a Tyrannosaurus. This native of Skull
Island was said to be killed by "beauty," though he was more accurately killed by airplanes at the
top of the Empire State Building. For 10 points, name this classic movie ape.
ANSWER: King Kong <Nelson>
4. The owner of this NFL team apparently owns the original manuscript of On the Road.
During a 2016 Thanksgiving game, a surprise 35-yard pass was completed by this team's
punter, Pat McAfee. In 2012 this team's interim coach earned Coach of the Year honors
after (*) leukemia sidelined head coach Chuck Pagano. Following a neck injury to its long-time
quarterback in 2011, this team went 2-14 as part of a quest to "suck" for the next year's number
one pick. Peyton Manning played 14 years with, for 10 points, what team led by Andrew Luck?
ANSWER: Indianapolis Colts [accept either] <Nelson>
5. Players who start this game unconventionally can find a luminescent egg that, if walked
on, unlocks the achievement "Wrong Way." This 2010 game's developer Playdead
described its gameplay as "trial and death." Bright light gets rid of white worms in this
game, in which a bear trap is jostled out of a tree by the stomping of a giant (*) spider. The
2016 release Inside is a spiritual successor to this game, which begins when a boy awakens in a
forest. For 10 points, name this black-and-white puzzle platformer set in a strange purgatory.
ANSWER: Limbo <Vopava>
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6. This work is likely the best-known project to involve illustrator David Lloyd. A
broadcaster in this work named Lewis Prothero previously worked at Larkhill Prison. A
computer program named Fate is loved by Adam Susan, the antagonist of this work who
leads the fascist (*) Norsefire party. At the end of this work, a train containing the body of its
title character and a large amount of explosives is used to destroy 10 Downing Street. Evey
[ee-vee] Hammond is rescued by a vigilante in a Guy Fawkes Mask in, for 10 points, what Alan
Moore graphic novel?
ANSWER: V for Vendetta <Vopava>
7. In this film, a far-off bird screech is heard every time the movie On Wings As Eagles is
mentioned. The Ralph Fiennes [rayf "fines"] character Laurence Laurentz ["Lawrence"
luh-RENTS] fruitlessly drills Hobie Doyle on how to deliver the (*) line "Would that it were
so simple" in this film. After Baird Whitlock is drugged and kidnapped by communists in this
film, he is sought by the Josh Brolin-played Eddie Mannix, a "fixer" for Capitol Pictures. For 10
points, name this 2016 Coen Brothers comedy about the production of the title Biblical epic.
ANSWER: Hail, Caesar! <Vopava>
8. A man on this show boasts "Lying is what I do" after fabricating a story that disarms
Steiner and allows a safe cracker to blow up his car with a bazooka. The motto "What
would Nancy Drew do?" is used by a hacker couple in this series, one of whom is a
transgender (*) woman whose conservative mother tries to have her lobotomized; that
procedure would have made her prey to the malevolent Whispers. Sun Bak ["sun" BOCK] and
Capheus [CAF-ee-iss] are among this show's title group. The Wachowskis co-created, for 10
points, what Netflix series about a psychically-linked octet?
ANSWER: Sense8 ["sensate"] <Vopava>
9. Description acceptable. Released in 2011, "Gang Fight" was the first of these videos;
another of them from that year has the unexpectedly good lyric "Your body's a secret, girl
/ And you about to spill it." One of these videos titled "SEAGULLS! (Stop It Now)"
incorporates (*) footage from The Empire Strikes Back. A woman is told "I don't like your
anything" in one of these videos, which turned a presidential debate into a "Poetry Slam." Ted
Cruz is made to say "that old man just took your spork" in, for 10 points, what YouTube series
that poorly dubs over a video's dialogue?
ANSWER: Bad Lip Reading [accept descriptive equivalents] <Vopava>
10. A 2015 song by this singer repeats "If there ain't no justice then there ain't no peace"
and was inspired by the death of Freddie Gray. Following a legal dispute over his album
The Gold Experience, this man spent years appearing in public with the word (*) "slave"
written on his cheek. The soundtrack for a film starring this man won a 2016 American Music
Award despite being released in 1984; that album includes the songs "When Doves Cry" and
"Let's Go Crazy." April 2016 marked the death of, for 10 points, what singer of "Purple Rain"?
ANSWER: Prince [or Prince Rogers Nelson] <Nelson>
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11. In 2011, then-high school basketball star P.J. Hairston de-committed from this school
because they repeatedly misspelled his name. Over a period of three seasons, this team lost
in the NCAA tournament to both Lehigh and Mercer. In a December 2016 game against
Elon College, a (*) tripping incident led to an indefinite suspension for this team's Grayson
Allen. J.J. Redick played for this school, which won a national championship in 2015 behind
Tyus Jones and Jahlil Okafor. For 10 points, name this often-hated collegiate team that plays on
Coach K Court.
ANSWER: Duke University Blue Devils [accept either; do not accept or prompt on "Devils"]
<Nelson>
12. Some promotions for this film touted that it had the “passion of Tennessee Williams.” A
longstanding Los Angeles billboard that promoted this film depicted a long-haired man
mid-blink. The upcoming film The Masterpiece is based on Greg Sestero's [SESS-ter-oh's]
time behind the scenes of this film, as well as his friendship with its director, (*) Tommy
Wiseau [wee-ZOH]. An award-winning drama starring Jacob Tremblay and Brie Larson should
not be confused with, for 10 points, what phenomenally awful 2003 film, whose title location is
never specified?
ANSWER: The Room [do not accept or prompt on "Room"] <Vopava>
13. The first HBO sitcom to film with a live audience starred this man, who was described
in its title as "Lucky." In one show starring this man, he is hired to play a police officer in a
remake of The Godfather directed by Matthew Broderick. In 2011, this performer
produced a film of one of his (*) live performances titled Hilarious. In his most acclaimed role,
this co-star of the web series Horace and Pete plays a single father who performs stand-up in
New York. For 10 points, name this red-headed comedian and star of a former namesake FX
series.
ANSWER: Louis C.K. [or Louis Szekely; prompt on Louie] <Golden>
14. In Far Cry 4, Rabi Ray Rana is employed by one of these places. The exceedingly
paranoid Travis Miles runs one of these things in Fallout 4, which sometimes features the
works of the character Magnolia. The Saints Row series has a recurring one of these things
called "Generation X." (*) Laszlo Jones is a recurring employee of these entities in the Grand
Theft Auto series, which include ones called "Emotion," "Chatterbox," and "Los Santos Rock."
For 10 points, name these things common in open world games that provide dialogue and music.
ANSWER: radio stations <Vopava>
15. A prominent event run by this company in 1990 was shockingly won by Derrike Cope.
Bill France Sr. co-founded this organization, which is now run by his grandson Brian. This
organization, which operates the Pinty Series in Canada, runs another set of events that
changed its named sponsor in 2014 from (*) Nationwide to Xfinity. A record 200 events run
by this organization were won by Richard Petty. In 2016, a record seventh championship was
won by Jimmie Johnson in, for 10 points, what organization's Sprint Cup racing series?
ANSWER: NASCAR [or National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing] <Nelson>
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16. This song mentions a time "I made a man so happy when I wrote a letter once." Shortly
after the third chorus, an echoing voice in this song announces its Danish peformer's name
to the sounds of a cheering crowd. The death of "daddy", who lived to be just (*) 61, is
recounted in this song, as are times "in a big, big world" and other events that occur at varying
ages. For 10 points, name this song by Lukas Graham in which his mama told him, "Go make
yourself some friends or you'll be lonely" at the title young age.
ANSWER: 7 Years <Vopava>
17. In a spoof of the film Carol shown at the 2016 Critics Choice Awards, this actress shares
a "glove lunch" with Wanda Sykes. This woman played Julia Child's younger sister in
2009's Julie and Julia; a year earlier, she played Gayle Sweeney, who admits to doing
cocaine for breakfast and lunch in the movie (*) Role Models. This woman, who voiced
Hero's Duty character Sergeant Calhoun in Wreck-It Ralph, is best known for a TV role in which
she let Becky Jackson, who has Down Syndrome, join the Cheerios. For 10 points, who played
Sue Sylvester on Glee?
ANSWER: Jane [Marie] Lynch <Vopava>
18. This song's melody is heard after MF DOOM's verse in The Avalanches' "Frankie
Sinatra." This is the title song of the debut album by a jazz quartet featuring pianist
McCoy Tyner and includes covers of the Gershwin songs "But Not for Me" and
"Summertime." This song's singer doesn't "feel so bad" "when the (*) dog bites" and "the
bee stings" because of the title entities. This namesake of a 1961 John Coltrane album describes
entities like "whiskers on kittens." For 10 points, name this song about what Maria von Trapp
likes, from The Sound of Music.
ANSWER: My Favorite Things <Golden>
19. In one episode of this show, Tim Curry guested as Nigel St. Nigel, a maligned judge of
the reality show American Duos. A musical episode of this show features a play about Jack
the Ripper that premieres after the death of the serial killer Mr. Yang. A pharmaceutical
sales rep on this show drives a car nicknamed the Blueberry and has the real first name (*)
Burton, though he typically goes by Gus. Dulé [doo-lay] Hill and James Roday star in, for 10
points, what USA series in which Shawn Spencer pretends to be a clairvoyant detective?
ANSWER: Psych <Golden>
20. In 2010, a player for this team called out Alex Rodriguez for walking over the pitcher's
mound between innings and threw a perfect game several weeks later. This team won an
AL record 20 straight games in 2002, a year in which their rotation was anchored by Barry
(*) Zito. This team's mascot is Stomper, an anthropomorphic elephant. This team's home stadium
is the only Major League park shared with an NFL team and was named, until 2016, for O.co.
The book and film Moneyball concerned, for 10 points, what AL team in the Bay Area?
ANSWER: Oakland Athletics [or A's] <Nelson>
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1. Utterly abysmal reviews didn't stop this 2014 film from grossing over $1 billion. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this latest abomination in a massively-popular cinematic franchise directed by
Michael Bay and starring Mark Wahlberg, who should know better.
ANSWER: Transformers: Age of Extinction
[10] In the first Transformers film, the AllSpark is revealed to have been hidden inside a
namesake dam by this American President, which really puts the Great Depression into
perspective.
ANSWER: Herbert [Clark] Hoover [accept Hoover Dam]
[10] Slated for 2017 release, the follow-up to Age of Extinction will bear this title, which
mercifully hints that it may be the final Transformers film.
ANSWER: Transformers: The Last Knight <Vopava>
2. Joan Jett's "I Hate Myself for Loving You" was adapted into this song, which was first
recorded by Pink. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this song, which was also performed by Faith Hill and was used until 2016 as the
introduction to NBC's weekly football broadcast.
ANSWER: Waiting All Day for Sunday Night [prompt on answers like "the Sunday Night
Football theme" or similar]
[10] "Waiting All Day for Sunday Night" was most recently performed by this American Idol
winner, who also sings its replacement, "Oh, Sunday Night," as well as the hit "Before He
Cheats."
ANSWER: Carrie [Marie] Underwood
[10] Sunday Night Football's games are called by this legendary broadcaster, who also called the
Miracle on Ice. His color commentator is Cris Collinsworth.
ANSWER: Al Michaels [or Alan Richard Michaels] <Nelson>
3. Did someone else write a song that resembles one of yours? Sue 'em! For 10 points each:
[10] Robin Thicke and others were ordered to pay over $7 million for plagiarizing Marvin Gaye's
"Got to Give It Up" for this song, which disturbingly repeats the phrase "I know you want it."
ANSWER: Blurred Lines
[10] Led Zeppelin was victorious in a 2016 case that alleged they ripped off the band Spirit's
song "Taurus" in the writing of this song, likely their most iconic hit.
ANSWER: Stairway to Heaven
[10] In 1994, John Fogerty was preposterously sued by his former record label, who alleged that
one of his songs sounded too much like "Run Through the Jungle," a song by this band that
Fogerty himself fronted.
ANSWER: Creedence Clearwater Revival [accept CCR] <Nelson>
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4. In this show's first episode, a man on a bus asks the protagonist to take a bite of his Nutella
sandwich. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this FX series, whose protagonist is a broke college dropout named Earn. He later
becomes the manager of his cousin, an aspiring rapper named Paper Boi.
ANSWER: Atlanta
[10] Atlanta was created by and stars this actor and comedian. He raps under the stage name
Childish Gambino, and will play Lando Calrissian in the upcoming ~Han Solo~ movie.
ANSWER: Donald [McKinley] Glover
[10] In the show Community, Glover played this character who befriends Abed, dates Britta, and
lives with Pierce. His last appearance on the show occurs before he goes on a cruise with LeVar
Burton.
ANSWER: Troy Barnes [accept either underlined name] <Golden>
5. A surprising number of contemporary films are really just adaptations of Shakespeare plays.
For 10 points each:
[10] One such film, simply titled O, is a modern retelling of this work. In the film, Josh Hartnett
plays Hugo, a counterpart to this play's Iago.
ANSWER: Othello
[10] Both 2003's Deliver us from Eva and 1999's 10 Things I Hate About You are based on this
play; the latter of which hints at the source material by being set at Padua High School and
naming the lead sisters Kat and Bianca.
ANSWER: The Taming of the Shrew
[10] This 2006 film, starring Amanda Bynes as a girl playing on a boys' soccer team, is more or
less a send-up of Twelfth Night.
ANSWER: She's the Man <Nelson>
6. 2017 will mark the fourth instance of this competition put on by the International Baseball
Federation. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this global sporting event; the U.S. has hosted every final game of this event but has
never finished higher than 4th place.
ANSWER: World Baseball Classic [or WBC]
[10] The first two World Baseball Classics were both won by this country. In each instance, the
MVP was former MLB player Daisuke Matsuzaka [DICE-kay mat-soo-ZAH-kah].
ANSWER: Japan
[10] The 2013 iteration of the event was won by this Caribbean nation, a surprising baseball
powerhouse that has produced stars like Pedro Martinez and Robinson Cano.
ANSWER: Dominican Republic <Nelson>
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7. Among the most sought-after gadgets during the 2016 Christmas season was the NES Classic
Edition, a tiny version of Nintendo's first console. For 10 points each:
[10] Among its 30 built-in games is this 8-bit boxing title, whose enemies include Bald Bull and
Mr. Dream. An earlier version of this game featured real boxer Mike Tyson.
ANSWER: Punch-Out!! [accept Mike Tyson's Punch-Out!!]
[10] The device also includes the first two games in this action series, both of which star the
vampire hunter Simon Belmont.
ANSWER: Castlevania
[10] This 1986 game set in Angel Land and starring a winged, bow-wielding protagonist, is also
playable on the NES Classic.
ANSWER: Kid Icarus <Nelson>
8. For 10 points each, answer the following about songs addressed to people named Caroline:
[10] A song by OutKast addressed to a person named Caroline claims these title objects "really
smell like boo-boo." Seal sang about a "kiss from" one of these flowers.
ANSWER: roses [accept Kiss From a Rose]
[10] The song "Caroline, No" ends this influential 1966 album by the Beach Boys, which opens
with the song "Wouldn't It Be Nice." Its cover depicts the band feeding animals.
ANSWER: Pet Sounds
[10] When this man's song "Sweet Caroline" is played at sporting events, the lyric "Good times
never seemed so good" is often followed by repeated shouts of “so good” from the crowd.
ANSWER: Neil [Leslie] Diamond <Golden>
9. This man's departure from his daytime talk show gig in April 2016 led to a publicized feud.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this former football player. His co-host, Kelly Ripa, was allegedly given almost no
warning that he was leaving their show Live!.
ANSWER: Michael [Anthony] Strahan
[10] Michael Strahan left Live! to appear full-time on this ABC series that also features Robin
Roberts and George Stephanopoulos [steff-en-ah-pull-us].
ANSWER: Good Morning America
[10] As part of a primetime game show block in summer 2016, Strahan hosted a version of The
$100,000 Pyramid. Name either host of the other shows in the block, which were a revamped
Match Game and a celebrity version of an existing game show.
ANSWER: Alec Baldwin OR Steve Harvey [or Alexander Rae Baldwin III or Broderick
Stephen Harvey] <Nelson>
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10. This film was described by its writer-director as a "loving hate letter" to horror films, which
he felt had reached an artistic low point. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2012 film that deconstructs the modern horror genre. In it, routine murders at the
title location keep a monster from destroying the world.
ANSWER: The Cabin in the Woods
[10] The Cabin in the Woods satirizes numerous horror films, including this zombie-laden
franchise starring Bruce Campbell as Ash, who replaces his right hand with a chainsaw.
ANSWER: The Evil Dead [accept The Evil Dead II; prompt on “Army of Darkness”]
[10] The Cabin in the Woods was co-written by Joss Whedon, whose other films include this
2012 blockbuster that assembled Robert Downey Jr., Mark Ruffalo, and others.
ANSWER: The Avengers <Vopava>
11. This man's 2015 late-night show on Comedy Central, entitled Why?, only lasted eight
episodes. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this bespectacled black actor and comedian; he now acts as the sidekick on Adult
Swim's The Eric Andre Show and is known for his laid-back, almost drowsy delivery.
ANSWER: Hannibal [Amir] Buress [BUR-iss]
[10] Buress plays Lincoln on this other Comedy Central series about two luckless New York
hipsters played by Abbi Jacobson and Ilana [ih-LAH-nuh] Glazer.
ANSWER: Broad City
[10] In 2014 Buress received significant attention for a stand-up routine addressing the sexual
misdeeds of this older black comedian, whose crimes were little known at the time.
ANSWER: Bill Cosby [or William Henry Cosby, Jr.] <Vopava>
12. For 10 points each, name these terms used in golf:
[10] While a hole completed one shot under par is a birdie, this more specific term describes a
hole completed in two shots under par.
ANSWER: eagle [incredulously prompt on "double birdie"]
[10] Right-handed golfers, especially bad ones, are prone to hitting this type of shot that
unintentionally curves far to the right. It is often contrasted with a "hook," in which a ball curves
to the left.
ANSWER: slice [or slicing]
[10] Though it has since come to be used in other sports, this four-letter word describing a
measurable loss of motor skills due to nervousness or other psychological factors originated in
golf.
ANSWER: yips [accept the yips] <Nelson>
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13. The existence of a simple but fatal blow known as "dim mak" or the "touch of death" has
been theorized and depicted in numerous forms. For 10 points each:
[10] A 1985 issue of Black Belt magazine suggested that this actor, who died before the premiere
of his film Enter the Dragon, was killed by a "touch of death" delivered by an unknown
assailant.
ANSWER: Bruce Lee [or Lee Jun-fan]
[10] This character uses a similar act, the Wuxi Finger Hold, to try to banish Kai to the Spirit
Realm in a 2016 film. This character learned the move from Master Shifu.
ANSWER: Po the Panda [prompt on “Kung Fu Panda”]
[10] A dim mak attack is the strongest melee attack in this 2012 open-world video game set in
Hong Kong and centered on the police officer Wei Shen.
ANSWER: Sleeping Dogs <Nelson>
14. At different points in rap music's history, this word has signified an inexperienced newcomer,
an attractive girl, or a hack rapper. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this epithet; it designates the person who is told to "go" because "it's your birthday" in
50 Cent's "In Da Club."
ANSWER: Shawty or Shorty
[10] This rapper remarked, "Shawty got class, oh behave!" in his 2007 hit "Buy U A Drank
(Shawty Snappin')," in which he pioneered the creative use of Auto-Tune.
ANSWER: T-Pain [or Faheem Rashad Najm]
[10] The exclamation "Shorty get down, good lord" appears in this 1996 R&B hit by Blackstreet,
in which they repeatedly declare, "I like the way you work it."
ANSWER: No Diggity <Vopava>
15. For 10 points each, answer the following about NBA players from Spain:
[10] The Spanish brothers Pau [pow] and Marc share this surname. They are the only brothers in
NBA to have been traded for each other.
ANSWER: Gasol [guh-SAHL] [accept Pau Gasol Saez or Marc Gasol Saez]
[10] In that 2008 trade, Pau was traded by this team for Marc, who has played for this team ever
since and made three All-Star teams.
ANSWER: Memphis Grizzlies [accept either]
[10] The bearded Chicago power forward Nikola Mirotić [MEER-oh-tich] represented Spain in
the 2016 Summer Olympics, though he was born in this former country.
ANSWER: Yugoslavia <Golden>
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16. On a 2015 episode of this show, a jug with grotesque faces on it was valued at $50,000 even
though it was actually a high school art project. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this PBS mainstay usually filmed at convention centers where art experts and
historians appraise people's old junk.
ANSWER: Antiques Roadshow
[10] Julie's PBS employee boyfriend is asked to create a "sexy spin-off of Antiques Roadshow"
in Difficult People, a comedy that airs on this online platform whose slogans include "Come TV
with us."
ANSWER: Hulu [accept Hulu Plus]
[10] On an episode of Modern Family, this child played by Rico Rodriguez promises to watch a
two-hour episode of Antiques Roadshow to help his step-father Jay clear out his DVR.
ANSWER: Manny Delgado [or Manuel Delgado] <Vopava>
17. For 10 points each, answer the following about long-running mystery series written by
female authors:
[10] Lillian Jackson-Braun wrote a series of light mystery novels that all began with these three
words; the last such book follows these words with “Had 60 Whiskers.”
ANSWER: The Cat Who [accept The Cat Who Had 60 Whiskers]
[10] Mildred Benson was one of the many authors who used this pseudonym to write a series of
mystery novels featuring the character Nancy Drew.
ANSWER: Carolyn Keene
[10] The titles of Sue Grafton's series of novels about private detective Kinsey Milhone each
start with a different one of these things; the final book is scheduled to be released in 2019.
ANSWER: letters of the alphabet <Golden>
18. The title character of this film is conditioned to fear water by making it appear that his father
died in a boating accident. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 1998 film, whose title character slowly discovers that his entire life is being
filmed for a TV show.
ANSWER: The Truman Show
[10] The Truman Show stars this actor, whose numerous comedic roles in the 1990s include the
"pet detective" Ace Ventura and as Lloyd Christmas in Dumb and Dumber.
ANSWER: Jim Carrey [James Eugene Carrey]
[10] Andrew Niccol, the writer of The Truman Show, later wrote and directed this 2011 thriller
starring Justin Timberlake, in which the amount of minutes a person has to live is effectively a
currency.
ANSWER: In Time <Nelson>
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19. The NFL's annual tradition of a bunch of coaches being fired at the end of the season got off
to an early start in December 2016. For 10 points each:
[10] With a game left in the regular season, the Bills fired head coach Rex and defensive
coordinator Rob, two brothers with this surname. Their father Buddy was also a coach.
ANSWER: Ryan
[10] Prior to coaching the Bills, Rex Ryan was the coach of this team, whose quarterback Geno
Smith suffered a broken jaw when a teammate punched him in the face in 2015.
ANSWER: New York Jets [prompt on "New York"]
[10] During his tenure with the Jets, Rex Ryan was present for this infamous blooper, in which
quarterback Mark Sanchez lost a football after colliding with a teammate during a Thanksgiving
game.
ANSWER: the buttfumble <Nelson>
20. Though this song is decidedly American, it curiously beckons the listener to "protect the
motherland." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this song, which was later used in recruitment ads for an institution where one can
"learn science technology."
ANSWER: In The Navy
[10] "In The Navy" was a 1979 hit for this disco group, whose members dressed as, among other
things, a construction worker, a cop, and a Native American.
ANSWER: Village People
[10] This other hit by the Village People, which remains a stadium mainstay to this day,
describes a place where it's "fun to stay" and where you can "have a good meal."
ANSWER: YMCA <Nelson>

